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Abstract

For fresh produce, the product freshness is a key value to end consumers. Retailers try to maximize
product freshness at retail stores while maintaining high product availability. Fresh produce that is
close to the end of its life cycle will either be scrapped or be sold at a much lower price. With an
increasing demand volatility and complication of supply chain network, obsolescence cost from
these spoilages has been increasing recently. Our research focuses on the study of multi-echelon
inventory optimization for fresh produce. We investigated the impacts of an additional fulfillment
center in a supply chain to justify an improvement in product freshness. We analyzed three relevant
factors: transit time, inventory dwell time and safety time, which affect the time products spend in a
supply chain from the suppliers to the retail stores. Our objective was to create a predictive model
that could determine whether product freshness could be improved when those products are shipped
through a supply chain network with an additional fulfillment center.

While a fulfillment center increases the total transit time by adding more "touches" of the inventory,
it can provide benefits by reducing demand variability through the risk pooling effect. When an
fulfillment center aggregates demand from several grocery distribution centers, it pools the demand
volatility across various locations, thus reducing the demand volatility and the safety stock. Our
model demonstrated that, with a fulfillment center, six product categories (Berries, Watermelons,
Cherries, Mixed melons, Stone fruit, and Strawberries) had a decrease in the safety time that is more
than the increase in total transit time, resulting in the improved product freshness at retail stores.
Further, we defined a term "Enhance Coefficient of Variation (ECV)" to quantify the demand
volatility. Finally, we determined a set of minimum ECV ratios in order to make an fulfillment center
benefits the product freshness under different replenishment frequencies. Retailers can use this ECV
ratio as an indicator to make channeling decisions.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Francisco J. Jauffred
Title: Research Affiliate, Center for Transportation and Logistics
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1. INTRODUCTION

Firm A is a large grocery retailer. Grocery is one of several key business units that are classified as a

merchandise- unit. Fresh produce is an important product segment of Firm A's grocery business and

represents a significant portion of total revenue in the grocery segment.

While Firm A strives for competitive pricing for all business units, freshness and availability

of products are very critical for fresh produce's business. The perishable nature of fresh produce

creates difficulties in managing the supply chain. Various suppliers, multiple layers of inventory

storage points and retail stores throughout the United States add complexity for supply chain

management. Finally, the demand volatility at each retail store made the issue much more

challenging.

The focus of our research is on improving complicated supply chain for fresh produce with

our key objective in maximizing products' freshness while maintaining high product availability at

retail stores.

1.1 Problem Description

In retail business, products flow from multiple suppliers that are considered the back end of the

supply chain through the network. Products may be stored and transported to network nodes until

they are delivered to retail stores. Finally, customers who are considered the front end of the supply

chain purchase these products.

Direct shipment strategy

Between the front end and back end of supply chain, a company can flow products directly from

suppliers to retail stores. This approach is called direct shipment strategy that bypasses network

nodes such as a distribution center. Key benefit the company gains from this strategy is that products
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will have short lead time from suppliers and retail stores. In addition, the company can avoid

expenses of operating network nodes.

However, the tradeoff of direct shipment strategy is that transportation cost will be very high

because the company has to send small trucks to ship small amount of products from suppliers to a

retail store. To serve demand in many retail stores, the company will have many small shipments to

many locations where their retail stores are located.

Intermediate inventory storage point strategy

Alternatively, a company can create intermediate inventory storage points in the supply chain

network. Products flow from suppliers to these intermediate inventory storage points before they are

delivered to retail stores. These network nodes can perform valuable functions as the following;

" Temporarily or long term storing products:

" Processing products such as re-packing, labeling

e Disaggregating vehicles load into smaller vehicle load such as disaggregating a large quantity

of product from TL shipment from supplier into LTL shipment to retail stores

" Creating SKU assortment

* Aggregating a small quantity into a large quantity of product

As opposed to direct shipment, an intermediate inventory storage point strategy provides a

benefit to a company by decreasing transportation cost. Demand from retail stores can be aggregated

and the company can transport large quantity in TL truckload from supplier. In addition, value added

activities, such as re-packing and labeling, can potentially increase product's value to customers by

offering products in preferred size and format. While direct shipments from suppliers to each retail

stores minimize time products spend in the supply chain, which can maximize products' freshness,
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demand volatility requires a company to have an intermediate storage point to hold stock inventory

and maintain product availability.

However, disadvantage from this strategy is that the company will have additional expense from

operating these network nodes. Also, products will have longer lead time from flowing and storing in

these network nodes.

Many supply chain networks of leading companies have at least one intermediate inventory

storage point. In rare case, a company adopts direct shipment strategy. However, the number of

intermediate inventory storage points which a company has is different between companies in the

same industry and is significantly different among companies in different industries.

The decision on adopting either direct shipment or intermediate inventory storage point strategy

depends on a company's overall business strategy and demand characteristics. In addition, in case of

adopting intermediate inventory storage point strategy, a company has to decide the number of

network nodes in the supply chain and, more importantly, on functions of these network nodes.

Network nodes that store inventory are called inventory facilities. These decisions directly affect

company's capability in providing products and services to customers which can be key advantages

of the company over competitors in the market.

To effectively design and manage the supply chain, company's executives have to consider costs

occurred from direct shipment strategy and from intermediate inventory storage point strategy. In

addition, lead time, product availability at retail stores, and possible value added activities from

network nodes should be included in the consideration.

1.2 Firm A's Fresh Produce Inventory Management

For fresh produce, Firm A currently adopts an intermediate inventory storage point strategy. Fresh

produce are sourced from several suppliers both domestic and international. Products flow from
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these suppliers through these intermediate inventory storage points (i.e, the grocery distribution

center (GDC), Cross Dock Consolidation Center etc.) to retail stores in the United States. For

product replenishment process, each retail store reviews and creates replenishment order to the GDC

Then, a GDC delivers products to retail store according to the replenishment order. A GDC is

responsible to store products to serve retail store's orders and to create replenishment orders to

suppliers.

With demand volatility, Firm A holds large quantities of products in the supply chain. Firm A's

retail store has to store adequate products to ensure that the products will not be out of stock and

Firm A can maintain high service level in term of product availability to customers. Since a GDC has

to deliver products according to retail stores' orders with varying replenishment quantities, the GDC

has to store large quantity of products to ensure that the GDC serves those retail stores with high

service level. In addition, the replenishment frequency between a retail store and a GDC is normally

higher than that between a GDC and a supplier. For instance, while a retail store can send a

replenishment order to a GDC every day, a GDC can send an order to the suppliers only 3 times a

week. This imbalance in replenishment frequency makes the GDC to store large quantity of products.

With complicated supply chain network, products do not flow directly from the suppliers to the

retail stores, but they flow through several intermediate inventory storage points. Comparing to

simple supply chain network without any nodes, this complicated supply network causes those

products to stay longer in the supply and Firm A has larger quantities of products between the front

end and back end of supply chain.

Both demand volatility and complicated supply chain network significantly reduce products'

freshness at a retail store and result in high product obsolescence. Obsolescence means that the

products have passed out of usefulness and have no sales value left. Fresh produce can become
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obsolescent when it is close to the end of its life-cycle. In current practice, Firm A's fresh produce

department throws away a significant portion of the fresh produce inventory that has become

obsolescent and sells large quantity of fresh produce at markdown due to poor quality condition.

Therefore, Firm A would like to know whether or not any changes to current supply chain

network could improve Firm A's supply chain performance by increasing product's freshness at the

retail stores which eventually can result in a decrease in product obsolescence. More importantly, the

increase in products' freshness must not affect product availability at retail stores, which is a key

competitiveness for retail business.

In current supply chain's best practice, a leading strategy to reduce demand volatility in supply

chain is the risk pooling. A company can adopt risk pooling strategy by aggregating demand. In Firm

A's case, one possible approach is that the volatile demand from GDC can be aggregated at an

additional inventory facility for risk pooling which potentially reduce total demand volatility.

Specifically, Firm A is interested in answering following questions.

1. Should Firm A add an upstream facility into its current network?

2. What are key benefits from an additional upstream facility?

3. What are impacts to supply chain network?

1.3 Motivation and Expected Outcome

There are many factors such as inventory policy, current network configuration, demand patterns,

and relationship with suppliers, which can affect products' freshness at retail stores. In this thesis, we

develop the prototype of a predictive model in which these relevant factors are input to the model.

Then, the predictive model could determine whether an additional upstream facility can improve

supply chain by increasing product's freshness.
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Our objective of this thesis is to answer three questions mentioned above. The first question

will be answered by using the predictive model for certain product categories with historical data.

Firm A could change the data of the relevant factors in this predictive model to answer this question.

We focus on identifying key benefits and other impacts, which an additional upstream facility has to

supply chain network.

1.4 Research Scope

This research uses Firm A's supply chain as a case to study relevant factors which affect supply

chain performance in order to address challenges of a company whose fresh produce is a significant

part of the business.

For fresh produce, Firm A currently has a multi-echelon supply chain. Entities in the supply chain

include

* More than 600 Vendors: Vendors are domestic or foreign fresh produce suppliers.

" One Cross Dock Consolidation Center: a cross-dock that is responsible for consolidating

shipments in an area where there is a high density of produce vendors and then dispatching

trucks to nationwide GDCs.

" More than 40 Grocery Distribution Centers (GDCs): The GDCs are regional warehouses to

store inventories and fulfill orders from the retail stores. One GDC, on average, fulfills the

demands of 94 Retail Stores.

" More than 4,000 Retail Stores throughout the Unites States. Customers purchase fresh

produce directly from the Retail Stores.

13



Vendor C ross Dock Consolidation Grocery Distribution Retail StoreH Center HCenter H

Figure 1: Firm A's current multi-echelon supply chain

Our analysis focuses on one line of Firm A's supply chain network. We chose a GDC in North Texas

which serves 84 retail stores. Key criteria for this selection are its high sales volume. For products,

we include 21 product categories that are top commodities for fresh product business as the

following:

Top 21 product categories for analysis

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Mixed Melons

Mixed Vegetables

Mushroom

Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruit

Onions

Package Salads

Potatoes

Stone Fruit

Strawberries

Tomato

Watermelons
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Apples

Avocadoes

Bananas

Berries

Carrots

Cherries

Citrus

Cut Fruit

Grapes

Lettuce



Products from several vendors flow to this GDC in North Texas. Then, the GDC replenishes

products to the retail stores according to the replenishment order. This structure of supply chain is

common for Firm A. In addition, top 21 production categories can represent all fresh produce which

Firm A has, since several types of fresh products such as soft fruit, vegetable are included. Therefore,

we expect that the result from our research is applicable to other Firm A's fresh produce supply

chain. Specially, the result will be a basis for us in developing a more complicated predictive model

that Firm A can use for other fresh produce in other GDCs and other retail stores.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The thesis continues as follows. In chapter 2, we provide a review of literatures that are relevant to

the multi-echelon inventory management and perishable products. In chapter 3, we provide the

methodology, the key assumptions, and the concepts of our research and our predictive model. In

chapter 4, we document our model and the detailed analysis of data. Finally, in chapter 5, we

conclude on key observations and their implications to our research, the key insights, and some

recommendations for future research.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The thesis project focuses on product flows from the suppliers through network nodes and ends at

retail stores. At each network nodes, we focus on the inventory level of each entity in the supply

chain network as well as inventory holding period before they are sold at a retail store. We reviewed

relevant literature to understand analytical approaches of inventory models and perishable inventory

management in order to develop a predictive model. The model is based on both single echelon and

multi-echelon inventory models for perishable products.

In section 1, we review the analytical approaches for a single echelon model, which will

serve as a basis for analyzing the relevant factors that affect inventory level and product lead time in

an inventory facility. In section 2, we review the analytical approaches for a multi- echelon model.

None of the existing models combine all relevant factors, such as every conceivable cost, benefit,

action and activity, into one single optimization problem. A central question and key objective for

inventory management is how to coordinate activities and inventories over multi-echelon stages and

locations to keep a low inventory level, while providing a high level of service to end customers. In

section 3, we review perishable inventory management for a unique aspect of product with limited

lifetime.

2. 1 Single Echelon Models

Producer/ Retail Store --- > CustomerSupplier

The most well-known result in inventory control was presented by Harris (1913) through his

classical economic order quantity formula. Harris proposed that balancing the fixed cost per order

lot against the carrying cost should be the basis for decisions on what quantities one must order to
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minimize the total cost. Under the assumption that demand is constant and process continues

infinitely without quantity constraints, the total annual cost is calculated from:

TC = CD+ A-+ r C-Q 2

Where

0 TC is total cost

e C is cost in dollars per unit

e D is demand rates in units per unit time

e A is order cost

e r is inventory holding

e Q is order quantity

Optimal Q where total cost is

cost in dollars per dollar per year

minimized is calculated from:

2 AD
EOQ =Q* = C

rC

Cycle periods T is calculated from T = and identifies time supply or period in which the product
D

is in an inventory facility.

Silver, Pike and Peterson (1998) considered the factor of shortage cost into the total cost equation

and presented the extended equation for optimal order quantity.

B1
Q* (with shortage cost) = EOQ [1 + - pur (k)]

A

where B1 is shortage cost per replenishment cycle and pu (k) is the probability of shortage occasion

per replenishment cycle. Also, Silver, Pike and Peterson described the two most prevalent inventory

policies: continuous review policy and periodic review policy or based-stock inventory policy. For
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continuous review policy (s,Q), Q is determined by using the EOQ equation, where s is the reorder

point. It is calculated by

s = DL + k * L

where DL is demand over lead time in units and k * uL is safety stock where k is safety stock factor

and aLis standard deviation of the demand over lead time.

For periodic review policy(R,S), R is the review period and S is the based stock level. S is calculated

from the equation;

S = DR+L + k * UR+L

where DR+L is demand over lead time and review period in units and k * YR+L is safety stock where

k is safety stock factor and YR+L is standard deviation of the demand over lead time and review

S
period. Cycle period T is calculated from the equation: T = . For both inventory policies, average

lead time in inventory is calculated by .

2.2 Multi-Echelon Models

Axsater (2006) described a multi-echelon inventory system as a system where several replenishments

for each echelon are coupled to each other. To illustrate, a single commodity moves through a supply

chain network that consists of an external supplier, distinct warehouses, and retail stores to satisfy

the end consumer's demand. Each echelon, which is defined as an inventory facility where products

are stored, is supplied by the preceding stage in the serial network. The lowest echelon faces a

sequence of stochastic demands over the time horizon since it is closest to consumers. The highest

echelon is supplied by an external supplier with infinite capacity. Lee (2003) explained the

complexity in managing inventory for a multi-echelon distribution network with multiple tiers of

locations which are under internal control of a single enterprise. The objective of multi-echelon
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inventory management is to deliver the desired end customer service levels at minimum network

inventory, with the inventory divided among the various echelons.

According to Silver, Pike and Peterson (1998), the simplest multi-echelon model assumes

stocking points are serially connected to serve deterministic demand. For instance, a network

includes one central distribution center, one regional distribution center, and one retail store. Each

operation has only one predecessor and one successor operation. Figure XX shows this simple model.

Supplier ----- > Warehouse Retail Store ---- Customer

In this simplest model, there are two controllable variables for the replenishment process, at the

distribution center and retail store: Qw and QR. The relationship between these two variables is

defined as:

Qw = nQR where n 1,2,3,...

Total relevant cost (TRC) for this two stage serial situation is defined as

AwD ARD
TRC (QW, QR) = w+ I' v' r + + I'vr

Qw QR

Optimal n is derived from the total relevant cost equation and is calculated by using:

, Awv'n=

Where

* n is number of stores covered by one warehouse

* D is deterministic demand from customer and occur at retail store in units/year

" Aw and AR are a fixed cost in dollars for each replenishment cycle at the warehouse and

retailers respectively
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e Vw and VR are variable cost in dollars per unit at the warehouse and retailers respectively. vRi

is calculated by the added value when the product is moved from warehouse to retail store .

v'v has no added value and has no predecessor. v' and v' is calculated as:

V =w and vf vD -w

" Qw and QR are replenishment quantity of warehouse and retailer respectively

" r is inventory carrying cost in dollar per dollar value of product per year

Tsiakis, Shah, and Pantelides (2001) used an optimization model to minimize the total cost of the

supply chain network in designing the multi-echelon supply chain network. The objective function

includes the following costs:

e Fixed Infrastructure costs: cost related to the establishments of a warehouse or a distribution

center at a candidate location

e Production cost: cost incurred from the production process

* Material handling cost at the warehouse and distribution centers: cost is considered as a linear

function of quantity of product

e Transportation cost: cost incurred in transportation of the material flow between any nodes in

the network

The model also considered possible constraints that limit the network capacity. These constraints

include network structure constraints, logical constraints for transportation flow, materials balance,

production resources, and capacity of warehouse and distribution center. The model was conducted

in two scenarios of both deterministic demands and uncertain product demands.

Tsiakis, Shah, and Pantelides concluded that their detailed mathematical programming

formulation could address the complexity of designing multi-echelon supply chain networks by

taking flexible production facilities, transportation modes with economies of scale effects into the
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programming formulation. They mentioned the issue of computational complexity in the scenario

planning approaches for handling of uncertainty in demand as an important area of improvement.

2.3 Risk Pooling Effect

The concept of risk pooling is widely used to address the demand variability in the supply chain.

Demand variability is reduced when demands are aggregated across locations.

Supplier Supplier

Fulfillment

A Center

Regional Regional Regional Regional
Warehouse Warehouse Warehouse Warehouse

Network 1: No Fulfillment Center Network 2: With Fulfillment Center

In the supply chain, whenever demands in one location are higher than another location. The

fulfillment center can reallocate the inventories for the low demand locations to high demand

locations. Comparing with a network without a centralized warehouse or a fulfillment center, the

network with a fulfillment center has more flexibility and has lower variation in the network. The

risk pooling effect will be greater when demand variation is high. (Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky and

Simchi-Levi, 2008)

2.4 Perishable Inventory Management

A perishable item has a limited lifetime that can be fixed or variable. Van Zyl (1964) defined a

product with a fixed lifetime as "age dependent perishability" and a product with exponential decay

as "age independent perishability." Nahmias (1980) explained that most inventory models assume

stock can be stored indefinitely to meet future demand. However, perishable products change during

storage and they can be partially or entirely unfit for consumption.
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For fixed lifetime products, Nahmias (1975) included shortage cost and expected outdating

cost into the new model. Compared with the typical model, the new model suggested that the order

quantity of perishable items should be smaller and the effect of perishability would be larger when

the starting stock has small value. Kouki (2010) noted that perishable items are one of the most

important sources of revenue in the grocery industry and, at the same time, is the main source of

waste due to limited lifetime. While classical periodic review policy (R,S) ignored the perishability

of items, Kouki analyzed periodic inventory policy for an item with random lifetime and presented a

new model. His numerical result showed that total cost can be improved by taking the lifetime's

randomness into consideration in the model.

Liu and Yang (1999) presented a model of continuous review policy (s,S) of a product with

exponential lifetime. The model assumed stochastic demand with passion distribution and showed

that a policy for an item with a random lifetime should have a larger replenishment quantity and the

reorder point should be lower.

For random lifetime, Ghare and Schrader (1963) included the effect of exponential decay into

the standard EOQ formula. Covert and Phillip (1973) modified Ghare and Schrader's model by

replacing exponential law with Weibull distribution and Tadikamalla(1978) used a gamma to govern

lifetime of individual items.

For multi-echelon inventory system with perishable products, Prastacos (1978) suggested that

a rotation policy should be implemented. His policy minimized expected shortage and outdated cost

through his proposed two-stage allocation procedure. First, items that were scheduled to be outdated

would be allocated to several warehouses so that the probability of having outdated product for each

warehouse was equal. Then remaining stocks were allocated to several warehouses so that the
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probability of shortage for each warehouse was equal. Prastocos concluded in the paper that the

allocation policy depended on the specific unit cost of outdating and shortage cost.
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3. METHODOLOGY

Our methodology in this thesis is divided into two steps;

e Step I: A predictive model

We developed the prototype of a predictive model to determine whether or not an additional

upstream facility can improve supply chain by increasing products' freshness.

" Step II: Simulations of the inventory levels in supply chain

We studied and monitored inventory level at each inventory facility and total average

inventory level in the supply chain

There are two ways to increase product's freshness at retail store. The first way is to reduce the

physical transportation time. Given that technology to optimize transportation has already been

implemented at Firm A, there is little room to further reduce transportation time. The second way is

to change the inventory policies and reconfigure supply chain network. This thesis focuses on the

second way and analyzes the effect of adding a fulfillment center to the supply chain in order to

achieve risk-pool effect that potentially reduces the demand volatility of the whole supply chain.

Firstly, for both Step I and Step II, we outlined assumptions we used in the analysis and

created different scenarios for comparison. In Step I, we documented how we developed a predictive

model. We investigated Firm A's current replenishment process, inventory policy, and performance

metrics. Since the products' freshness is a key objective for supply chain improvement in this case,

we deliberately focused on the time that products take flowing from the vendors to the retail stores.

Specially, we investigated the time that products spend in transportation and the time that products

spend in each inventory facility. We used existing supply chain network as the base case to compare

with a proposed supply chain with the fulfillment center.
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Finally, in Step II, we focused on inventory level and total average inventory in both cases in

order to identify an impact of the Fulfillment Center. Inventory level is the primary concern in the

supply chain management for Firm A's grocery business.

3.1 Assumptions

For both Step I and Step II analysis, we made the following assumptions in our analysis. We termed

an additional upstream facility as a fulfillment center (FFC) in the proposed supply chain network

* The daily demands of the fresh produce in each inventory facilities: the retail stores, the

grocery distribution centers (GDCs) and the fulfillment center (FFC) are normally distributed.

" The average demand and demand standard deviation of each fresh produce category is

identical cross all stores.

* The demand pattern of each store is independent with zero correction.

We did not concern the possible monetary savings of obsolescent, the transportation cost, and the

management cost in this thesis. Our focus on this thesis is to improve the current supply chain by

increase products' freshness. Additional capital cost and operating cost from changes in the supply

chain, together with increase in revenue from increase in product's freshness, will be included in the

further research.

3.2 Scenarios for Analysis

For both Step I and Step II analysis, we developed two scenarios to compare and identify the

improvements resulting by adding an FFC to the existing supply chain network.
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3.2.1 Scenario 1: Existing suDDlv chain network

Scenario 1 is the existing Firm A's supply chain network. We used this scenario as a base case. Since

the Cross Dock Consolidation Center acts as a cross-docking facility and has a function in

aggregating supplies from the vendors, we neglected the Cross Dock Consolidation Center in our

scenarios for analysis

Grocery
Vendor -0 Distribution - -1 Retail Store

Center

Figure 2: Firm A's existing supply chain network without the Cross Dock Consolidation Center

3.2.2 Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

To gain the benefits of risk pooling, a Fulfillment Center (FFC) is added into the supply chain

between the Vendors and the GDCs in the proposed supply chain network, as Figure 3 shows.

Vendor -- N FufiCent Distribution Retail Store
Center

Figure 3: Firm A's proposed supply chain with a fulfillment center

The FFC will be a centralized warehouse to store inventories and fulfill orders from assigned GDCs.

One FFC will be responsible for eight GDCs on average. Then, the function of those GDCs will also

be changed from regional warehouses to regional cross-dockings facilities. This means GDC will no

longer store products. Instead, a GDC will have a new function of disaggregating products from the

FFC into smaller shipments and delivering them to each retail store.
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In the proposed supply chain network, an FFC will aggregate demands across assigned GDCs,

making the possibility that high demand from one GDC will be offset by low demand from another

one. Thus, at FFC, the total demand variability of those GDCs will be reduced. The reduction in

variability allows a decrease in safety stock and therefore reduces the average inventory level. This

phenomenon is called risk-pooling effect.

3.3 Step I: A predictive model

3.3.1 Supply Chain Performance Metric

The scope of this thesis is to study how to improve the multi-echelon supply chain by adopting risk

pooling, in order to increase product freshness. In step 1, we defined a term called "Total Supply

Chain Cycle time" as the key supply chain performance metric.

Total supply chain cycle time is a total time which a product spends in the supply chain

beginning from the vendor until it is sold. We used this metric to quantify products' freshness. By

comparing the Scenario 1 and the Scenario 2, a decrease in total supply chain cycle time means that

product stays shorter in the supply chain. This can be implied that product has improved freshness at

the retail store.

3.3.2 (Q, R) Inventory Policy

In Step I, in order to simplify the mathematical equations for the inventory study, we assumed that

Firm A managed inventories in the GDC and the retail stores by adopting continuous inventory

policy with fixed order quantity (Q, R). Both the retail stores and the GDC make replenishment order

with fixed quantity (Q) in every period (R)
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3.3.3 Total Supply Chain Cycle time

To capture the time a product spend in the supply chain, the total supply chain cycle time composes

of three components as follows;

e Transit time

" Inventory dwell time

e Safety time

3.3.3.1 Transit time

Transit time is the first part of the total supply chain cycle time and covers the time spent on

transporting fresh produce on the road. It represents the transportation time to move products from

one entity to another entity in the supply chain.

In Firm A's current supply chain network, in the case that the shipments from the vendors

are not in full truckload (FTL), those vendors will firstly ship products to Firm A's Cross Dock

Consolidation Center for consolidation. Then, the Cross Dock Consolidation Center aggregates

those products into a full truckload (FTL), and delivers them to the GDCs. However, in the case that

the shipments from vendors are in a full truckload (FTL), those vendors will bypass the Cross Dock

Consolidation Center and ship the products to the GDCs directly.

Figure 4: Transportation arrangements of Firm A's current supply chain
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According to the interviews with a Logistics Manager of Inbound Transportation Department, it

takes on average 2-3 days to ship fresh produce from the Cross Dock Consolidation Center to the

GDCs. It takes on average another day to ship from the GDCs to the retail stores.

The logistics manager also mentioned that Firm A has already optimized the transportation

and reached its fastest transportation speed to move fresh produce among each entity in the supply

chain. The only way to reduce the transit time is to use air shipping. However, the cost of air

shipping will dramatically lower the profitability of fresh produce since unit margin is so low. Firm

A will not consider this option. Therefore, in this thesis, we do not consider increasing product

freshness by reducing transit time.

Scenario 1: Existing supply chain network

Transit time = TV-GDC+ TGDC-S

TV-GDC: Time spent on transporting fresh produce from the vendors to the GDCs.

TGDC-S: Time spent on transporting fresh produce from the GDCs to the retail stores.

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

Transit time = TV-FFC+ TFFC-GDC+ TGDC-S

TV-FFC: Time spent on transporting fresh produce from the vendors to the FFC.

TFFC-GDC: Time spent on transporting fresh produce from the FFC to the GDCs. This time includes

processing time for cross-docking process.

TGDC-S': Time spent on transporting fresh produce from the GDCs to the retail stores.

3.3.3.2 Inventory Dwell Time

Each inventory facility has two types of inventory
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* Cycle stock: an inventory to meet average demand over lead time and review time

* Safety stock: an extra stock that is maintained to mitigate the risk of stock outs due to the

demand volatility

Inventory dwell time captures the average time a cycle stock stays at an inventory facility in one

replenishment cycle, before it is consumed by the next level echelon or by retail stores' customers.

In current situation, inventory dwell time at the retail stores is high. According to the

interviews with a Replenishment Manager of Produce, one possible explanation is that Firm A

generally moves excessive inventories at the GDCs to the retail stores due to the GDCs' limited

storage capacity. This practice leaves stores with a significant high level of extra inventories

compared to their actual needs. The storage condition in stores is the worst among all inventory

facilities because fresh produce are exposed to the warm air until they are sold. There is not enough

cold storage space of excessive inventories due to the limited space of the retail stores. Therefore, in

term of storage condition, positioning inventory at the GDC or the FFC is better.

Calculation of inventory dwell time for each scenario;

Scenario 1: Existing supply chain network

Inventorydweltime = Tstore + TGDC

Tstore = Qstor (1)
ZxDstore

TGDC 2x- C (2)2 XD)GDC(2
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With the (Q,R) inventory policy, each retail store has the same order quantity (Q) for one fresh

produce category. We also assumed that each retail stores has the same average demand 5 for one

fresh produce category, thus

TGDC = QGDC (3)
ZxnxDstore

Q = ) x R (4)

Tstore Average time which inventory stays at store before being sold

TGDC Average time which inventory stays at the GDCs before being transported to the retail stores

n : Number of stores covered by one GDC

Q : Order quantity

D : Average demand at one retail store

R Inventory review time

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

Inventorydwell time = Tstore + TFFC

T FFC QFFC
2 XDFFC

With (Q,R) inventory policy, each retail store has the same order quantity (Q) for one fresh produced

category. We also assumed that each retail store has the same average demand D, thus

T FFC - FFC(62xNxnxFDstore

TFFC : Average time which inventor stays at the FFC before being transported to GDC

N : Number of GDCs covered by one FFC
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Adding an FFC between the vendors and the GDCs changes the replenishment schedule of the GDCs.

For example, the GDCs order apples 3 times a week from vendors in the current supply chain. If we

add an FFC, GDCs will order apples 7 times a week from the FFC, which means the order quantities

of GDCs (QGDC) will be reduced. However, since the function of GDCs has been switched from

regional warehouses to cross-dockings, GDC will not store inventory, thus, the inventory dwell time

at GDC ( TGDC ) will be zero. In this case, the reduction in order quantities from GDCs does not

affect inventory dwell time.

3.3.3.3 Safety Time

Safety time is time equivalent of safety stock. As opposed to inventory dwell time which captures

cycle stock, safety time captures safety stock and demand volatility at retail stores. Since the demand

is not stable at the retail stores, safety time reflects the additional time a product spends in the supply

chain due to demand volatility.

In proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center, according to risk pooling effect,

the FFC will aggregate demand from each assigned GDC in order to reduce demand variation at

those GDCs. The decrease in demand variation will reduce safety stock and will eventually result in

a decrease in the safety time. The reduction of the safety time possibly contributes to the major

reduction of total supply chain cycle time.

Calculation of safety time for each scenario

Under (Q, R) Replenishment Policy, Q quantity of inventory will be ordered every R period.
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Q
AX

To I T1 . T
AT

The beginning inventory level is Q. The current inventory level equals to the beginning inventory Q

minus the average demand D over the period Ti. (Francisco Jauffred, MIT, 2013)

X0 Q

X 1 = Q -Dx T1

AX= XO - X1

AX= -D x AT

Thus

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

When the period is a full cycle

Thus

Q: Beginning inventory level

D: Average demand

Ti: Time period i

AT = T

AX = -) x T
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X : Current Inventory Level

AX: Change of Inventory Level

Because the inventory level is normally distributed, the change of the inventory level AX over period

AT includes the average demand over period AT and the random normal noise over period AT. (Kurt

Jacobs, 2010)

AX=D) xAT+aoxAW

VAR[AX] = VAR[D x AT] + VAR[o x AW]

(12)

(13)

a : Demand standard deviation

AW: Random normal noise

Because the average demand D and period AT is deterministic, the variance of average demand over

period AT is zero.

VAR[AX] = VAR[a x AW]

VAR[AX] = 0 2 x AT

Substitute AX = -F x T

(14)

(15)

(16)

VAR[AX] = VAR[-D x T] = a2 x AT

When

Thus

(17)

AT = T

VAR[AX] = VAR[-D x T] = uz x AT=a 2 x T

VAR[AX] = VAR[-D x T] = Ti2 x VAR[T]

(18)

(19)
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Since VAR[AX] = VAR[-)- x T =Oz x T

j-2 x VAR[T] = U2 x T

VAR[T] = U
2 XT

When the period is a full cycle Q =x T

T =

Thus VAR[T T ]&xQ
VART~f]-22 -

Standard Deviation of T = x

According to equation (23),

VAR[T] = = Q

Scenario 1: Existing supply chain network

The safety time for Scenario 1 ( Ts, ) is

T = k x (FL0'ste)l ' = k x
ss (nx store)3

2"store X QGDc
store

k : Safety factor

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

The safety time for Scenario 2 ( Tss') is
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(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
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T ' = k x (Nxnxo-store) QFFC

(Nxn X store)
3

toreXQFFC

N 2 n2
x pstore

(28)

3.3.3.4 Safety Stock

Equation (27) and (28) shows the calculation of the safety time. The total safety stock can be

calculated based on Equation (28) and (28) as the following equations show. (Francisco Jauffred,

MIT, 2013)

Scenario 1: Existing suDDlv chain network

The safety stock ( SS ) for Scenario 1 is

SS = n x Dstore x TS = n x Dstore X k x
stor QGDC

store
(29)

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

The safety stock (SS') for Scenario 2 is

SS' n fx Dstore X TS' = nl x Dstore X k x ~~rXFF (30)

3.3.3.5 Total Supply Chain Cycle Time

Total supply chain cycle time records the total life cycle of fresh produce from the Vendors until it is

sold at stores. Section 3.3.3.1 to 3.3.3.3 provide detailed calculation for each component of the total

supply chain cycle time.

Scenario 1: Existing supply chain network

Total supply chain cycle time (T) for Scenario 1 is
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T =TV-GDC + TGDC + TGDC-S + Tstore + ss

TV-GDC + 2 GDc TGDC-S + k x toQGDC= 2
XbGDC niistore

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

Total supply chain cycle time (P') for Scenario 2 is

' T TV-FFC + TFFC +TFFC-GDC + TGDC-S' + Tstore + Tss (32)

T = V-FFC FFC + TFFC-GDC + TGDC-S' + store + k x 2e (
2X DFFC 2 X Tstore N~~Dstore

3.3.4 Enhanced Coefficient of Variation (ECV)

Since safety time significantly depends on demand volatility, we planned to use the coefficient of

variation (CV) to measure the relative demand volatility among product categories. However, the

unit of average store demand is lbs/week, and the unit of demand standard deviation is lbs/Vfweek.

In order to cancel out the units to make this ratio dimensionless, we defined a new term "Enhanced

coefficient of variation (ECV)" to measure the relative demand volatility among product categories.

The equation for ECV is defined as follows. (Francisco Jauffred, MIT, 2013)

ECV =store x (34)
Dstore Qstore

Dstore

_store x store (35)
Dstore Qstore

The large ECV shows the high degree of demand volatility. Since safety stock is correlated to the

ECV, safety time (Ts) can be presented in the term of ECV.
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Scenario 1: Existing supply chain network

The safety time ( T, ) in term of ECV for Scenario 1 is shown as follows: (Francisco Jauffred, MIT,

2013)

= k x stoe XQGDC
ss2xtitore

=kx "store QGDC
Dstore n2xDstore

- U store n X Qstore=k x I""x " t""
Dstore n 2 XDstore

=kxstore x "store x Qstore x 1
Dstore Qstore Dstore n

k x ECV x Qstore x (36)
Dstore n

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

The safety time ( Tss') in term of ECV for Scenario 2 is shown as follows: (Francisco Jauffred, MIT,

2013)

(Nxnx store)XQFFC
ss (Nxnxistore)3

x storeXQFFC
N2 xn 2 xD 3

tore

=kx""'store QFFC
Dstore N

2 xxstore

= k x """ X NxnxQstore

Dstore N 2 
xn2 X store

=k x store x :""" x Qstore x
Dstore Qstore Dstore Nxn
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=kxECVx Qstore x (37)
Dstore N

2
xn

3.4 Step II: Simulations of the Inventory Level in Supply Chain

While we focus on time products spend in the supply chain in Step I, we focus on inventory level at

each inventory facility in Step II. We relaxed the assumptions that Firm A adopted continuous

inventory policy (Q, R). In Step II, the analysis is based on current Firm A' inventory policy which is

periodic inventory policy. We built an inventory model to follow this realistic inventory policy (R, s,

S).

3.4.1 Supply Chain Performance Metric

Since our focus in Step 2 is on inventory in supply chain, we used "Average Inventory Level" and

"Days of Supply (DOS)" as the key supply chain performance metric.

Days of Supply (DOS) represents how many days of demand are covered by the current

inventory level. The smaller DOS, the lower inventory level at a storage facility. The equations for

the average inventory level and DOS are as follows;

Average Inventory Level = Beginning Inventory+End Inventory (38)
2

DOS = Average Inventory Level (39)
Average Demand

In Scenario 2, a fulfillment center, which is an additional network node in the supply chain, bring the

risk pooling effect. The risk-pooling effect will be observed by the change of the average inventory

level of total supply chain, and the change of DOS of each inventory facility. The smaller DOS, the

lower inventory level at a storage facility. By comparing Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, lower average

inventory level and lower DOS means that Firm A store less inventory in the supply chain, given that

customer service level is maintained at the same level for both scenarios. This can be implied that
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Firm A could have savings from both non-capital related inventory holding costs such as labor cost,

warehouse cost, and capital related inventory holding cost such as opportunity cost for other

investments.

3.4.2 (R, s, S) Inventory Policy

Under (R, s, S) periodic inventory policy, inventory is reviewed every R period. In the case that

inventory level drops below an order point (s) or Buffer-Order-Point (BOP), which is the minimum

inventory level, replenishment ordered will be created so that the inventory level will be raised to an

order up to level (S) or Order-Up-To-Level (OUT), which is the maximum inventory level.

Each storage facility (e.g. the retail stores, the GDCs and the FFC) follows this inventory

policy. The replenishment manager provided us the following equations to calculate BOP and OUT.

BOP = D)x (L + 0. 9 x R) + k x ox VL +R (37)

OUT= D x (L+ R) +kxaxVL+R (38)

D = Average daily demand

L = Lead time

R = Review time

k = Safety factor

a = Demand standard deviation

Scenario 1: Existing supply chain network

Retail stores monitor inventory level and create replenishment orders according to the inventory

policy mentioned above, before sending the orders to the GDCs. The GDCs receive the orders from

the assigned retail stores (94 stores on average) and deliver products according to the replenishment

quantities identified in the orders. Same as retail stores, the GDCs monitor inventory level and create
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replenishment orders according to inventory policy mentioned above, before sending order to the

vendors.

Scenario 2: Proposed supply chain network with a fulfillment center

Retail stores monitor inventory level and create replenishment orders according to the inventory

policy mentioned above, before passing orders through the GDCs to the FFC. The FFC receives the

orders from the assigned GDCs (8 GDCs on average) and deliver products according to

replenishment quantities identified in the orders to the GDCs by cross-docking. Same as the retail

stores, the FFC monitors inventory level and creates replenishment orders according to the inventory

policy mentioned above, before sending orders to the vendors. The GDCs only has a function of

passing orders from the retail stores to the FFC, and serves as a cross-docking when receives

products from the FFC, and sends them to the retail stores.

3.4.3 Retail Store Demands

We assumed that demand at each retail store is normally distributed. In our inventory model, we use

a function in Microsoft Excel to create a sample set of Point-of-Sales (POS) or the daily demand data

with normal distribution. Generated POS data has the same average daily demand and standard

deviation as historical the POS data that is collected from April 2012 to April 2013.

Microsoft Excel's function: NORMINV (RAND (), Average daily demand, Standard Deviation)

3.4.4 Simple Moving Average Demand Forecasting

In our inventory model, demand is forecasted by using simple moving average model. The simple

moving average method is appropriate when demand is modeled as a level with noise. (Silver, Ed,

David and Rein, 1998)

xi = a + Ei (36)
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xi= Demand at period i

a = Demand level

Ei= Random noise at period i

The simple N-period moving average, as of the end of period i is given by

it,i = (xt + xt- 1 + xt- 2 + --- + Xt-N+1)/N (37)

itj = The forecast of the average demand at period i made at the end of period t

xt= The actual average demand at the end of period t

N = The number of most recent periods

In order to apply simple moving average procedure, we firstly used daily demand (POS data) from

historical date for five periods as initial values. With this demand forecasting, we provided an equal

weight to the five most recent demand data with no weight to demand data prior to that.

3.3.5 Replenishment Order Quantity (Q)

If the Day End Inventory Level (DEI) is below the Buffer-Order-Point (BOP), a replenishment order

will be created. The replenishment quantity is the difference between the Order-Up-To-Point (OUT)

and the Day End Inventory. Equations for the replenishment quality (Qj) and Day End Inventory

(DEI) are as follows;

Qj = OUT - Day End Inventoryi (38)

Day End Inventory = Day End Inventoryi_1 + Q1_1 - Di (39)

Qi: Order quantity of Day i

Day End Inventoryi: Inventory level at the end of the Day i

Di: Actual Daily Demand
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4. DATA ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we demonstrate the result of our predictive model, and the interpretations of these

results. Our objective is to justify whether or not an additional upstream facility can improve supply

chain by increasing products' freshness.

In our model, a fulfillment center, which is an additional upstream facility, can improve supply chain

by increasing products' freshness when

1. Total supply chain cycle time of Scenario 2 is less than that of Scenario 1

2. Average inventory level of Scenario 2 is less than Scenario 1

4.1 Step I: A predictive model

In Step 1, we created a predictive model under the (Q, R) inventory policy. The results are measured

by a term called "Total Supply Chain Cycle time", which includes inventory dwell time, transit time

and safety time.

4.1.1 Input Parameters

Inputs to our predictive model include parameters of the network configuration, the transit times, the

parameters from the inventory policy, and the average daily demand at the retail stores. As we aim to

develop a model that is flexible to any changes in the demand characteristics, and is applicable to

Firm A's entire fresh produce supply chain, these inputs are not fixed to the model and can be

updated according to new conditions.

4.1.1.] Network Configuration

Tables 1 show the basic parameters we input in the predicative model.
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Table 1: Parameters for network configuration

Network configuration Value

Expected number of the GDCs under one FFC 8

Representative GDC # 6064

GDC Location Texas

Number of stores under GDC 84

4.1.1.2 Transit Time

Table 2 shows the input of transit time between each echelon.

Table 2: Transit time

From From From From GDC From
Vendors GDCs to Suppliers FFC to Processing GDC to

Product Category to GDC Stores to FFC GDCs Time for Store
(days) (days) (days) (days) cross- (days)

docking
(ays)

1 Berries 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
2 Watermelons 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
3 Cherries 6.00 1.00 5.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
4 Mixed Melons 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
5 Stone Fruit 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
6 Strawberries 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
7 Citrus 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
9 Grapes 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
10 Avocadoes 4.0.0 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
11 Potatoes 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
12 Cut Fruit 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
13 Apples 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
14 Mushroom 6.00 1.00 5.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
15 Mixed Vegetables 6.00 1.00 5.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
16 Carrots 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
17 Onions 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
18 Lettuce 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
19 Tomato 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
20 Pkg Salads 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
21 Bananas 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 1.00
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4.1.1.3 Inventory Policy

In Scenario 2, the Fulfillment Center (FFC) will follow the same vendor replenishment schedule as

the Grocery Distribution Centers (GDCs). The GDCs no longer order from vendors, instead, they

will order from the FFC every day. Table 3 shows the order frequencies of each echelon.

Table 3: Parameters for inventory policy

Product Category Replenishmnent
Frequency
(time/week)

Replenihment
Frequency
(time/week)

Replenishment
Frequency
(time/week)

Replenishment
Frequency
(time/week)

Replenishment
Frequency
(time/week)

1 Berries 7 2 7 7 2
2 Watermelons 7 2 7 7 2
3 Cherries 7 3 7 7 3
4 Mixed Melons 7 3 7 7 3
5 Stone Fruit 7 3 7 7 3
6 Strawberries 7 2 7 7 2
7 Citrus 7 2 7 7 2
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 7 2 7 7 2
9 Grapes 7 2 7 7 2
10 Avocadoes 7 2 7 7 2
11 Potatoes 7 2 7 7 2
12 CutFruit 7 2 7 7 2
13 Apples 7 3 7 7 3
14 Mushroom 7 2 7 7 2
15 Mixed Vegetables 7 3 7 7 3
16 Carrots 7 3 7 7 3
17 Onions 7 3 7 7 3
18 Lettuce 7 3 7 7 3
19 Tomato 7 4 7 7 4
20 Pkg Salads 7 4 7 7 4
21 Bananas 7 4 7 7 4

4.1.1.4 Demand Characteristics

Store average daily demand is historical data that was collected from Point of Sales (POS) data from April

2012 to April 2013. Store standard deviation of daily demand is the standard deviation of that set of POS data.
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Some types of fresh produce are seasonal products and Firm A does not store those products during

off-season. Therefore, we exclude off-season sales for those products because zero sales during the off-season

period is not due to no demand but because there is no supply. Seasonal products include:

* Watermelon

* Cherries

e Stone Fruit

e Berries

Table 4 shows the adjusted store average daily demand and demand standard deviation after we filtered out

the off-season data.

Table 4: Point-of-sales and standard deviation

Store average Store standard

Product Category daily demand deviation of daily
(POS) demand
(pbs) (bs)

1 Berries 15.15 29.87
2 Watermelons 57.00 62.49
3 Cherries 64.45 60.20
4 Mixed Melons 56.86 48.70
5 Stone Fruit 164.94 132.76
6 Strawberries 175.95 112.67
7 Citrus 195.15 87.92
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 34.95 15.30
9 Grapes 317.19 117.43

10 Avocadoes 340.37 125.40
11 Potatoes 106.59 34.61
12 Cut Fruit 108.76 35.20
13 Apples 331.30 105.46
14 Mushroom 44.46 11.42
15 Mixed Vegetables 151.26 46.71
16 Carrots 103.74 25.97
17 Onions 297.30 74.33
18 Lettuce 202.99 48.66
19 Tomato 434.49 85.62
20 Pkg Salads 292.49 56.75
21 Bananas 1,427.05 237.67
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4.1.2 Total Su~vlv Chain Cycle Time

Total supply chain cycle time contains three parts: total inventory dwell time, total transit time and

safety time.

4.1.2.1 Total Transit Time

Transit time covers the time products spend on transportation between entities in the supply chain

network. Table 5, which were the data from Firm A's transportation department shows the transit

time between each echelon. Because different vendors supply each product category, transit times

from vendors to GDCs and FFCs are different among product categories, as shown in Figure 1.

Table 5: Total transit time summary

Product Category

Scnai I Scnai 2

From
Vendors
to GDC
(days)

TV-aDC-

From
GDC

to
Stores

-Teve-s

Total
Transit

Time

(days)

From
Vendors
to FFC
(days)

TV-USF

trom
FFC to
GDC

(days)
TUSF-GDC

From
GDC to
Stores

(days)
TGDC-S

(days)

1 Berries 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
2 Watermelons 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
3 Cherries 6.00 1.00 7.00 5.00 1.30 1.00 7.30
4 Mixed Melons 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
5 Stone Fruit 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
6 Strawberries 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
7 Citrus 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
9 Grapes 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
10 Avocadoes 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
11 Potatoes 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
12 Cut Fruit 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
13 Apples 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
14 Mushroom 6.00 1.00 7.00 5.00 1.30 1.00 7.30
15 Mixed Vegetables 6.00 1.00 7.00 5.00 1.30 1.00 7.30
16 Carrots 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
17 Onions 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
18 Lettuce 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.30 1.00 5.30
19 Tomato 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.30 1.00 3.30
20 Pkg Salads 3.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 1.30 1.00 4.30
21 Bananas 5.00 1.00 6.00 4.00 1.30 1.00 6.30
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Total Transit Time
0 Scenerio 2 E Scenerio 1

BANANAS
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0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00

Figure 5: Total transit time for each product category (unit: days)

Because the FFC is located between the vendors and the GDCs, we assumed that the transit time

from the vendors to the FFC is 1 day less than the transit time from the vendors to the GDCs, and

shipping from the FFC to the GDCs takes 1 day. Thus, transit time on the road did not change when

we added the FFC to the supply chain network.

However, the FFC adds one more "touch" of the inventory, which requires an extra 0.3 day

process time in the FFC for the cross-docking process to disaggregate products from the FFC to a

smaller quantity for each retail store. Thus the total transit time of Scenario 2 will be 0.3 days longer

than the transit time of Scenario 1.
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4.1.2.2 Total Inventory Dwell Time

The inventory dwell time is the average time products stay at either the FFC or the GDCs, or the

retail stores before they are consumed by next level echelon or store customers. Inventory dwell time

depends on replenishment quantity and average demand, as shown in equation (1) - (6), in the

Section 3.3.3.2.

According to interviews with the Firm A replenishment and transportation team, Firm A has

comparably low minimum order quantity requirement to the vendors (-1,261 lbs on average).

Because Firm A has strong buyer power, they do not necessarily need to order more than the exact

required amount in order to meet this minimum order quantity limit. Because the order quantity

according to demand is small, Firm A further minimizes the transportation cost by using the Cross

Dock Consolidation Center.

Inventory dwell times for each product category are different and depend only on vendor

replenishment frequency since Firm A can place order according to demand, not to minimum order

quantity. Table 6 shows the total inventory dwell time summary of both scenarios. Figure 6

visualizes the difference of the total inventory dwell time between each category.
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Table 6: Total inventory dwell time summary

1 Berries 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
2 Watermelons 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
3 Cherries 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
4 Mixed Melons 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
5 Stone Fruit 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
6 Strawberries 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
7 Citrus 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
9 Grapes 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
10 Avocadoes 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
11 Potatoes 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
12 Cut Fruit 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
13 Apples 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
14 Mushroom 0.50 1.75 2.25 0.50 1.75 2.25
15 Mixed Vegetables 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
16 Carrots 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
17 Onions 0.50 1.17 1.67 0.50 1.17 1.67
18 Lettuce 0.50 1.17 1067 0.50 1.17 1.67
19 Tomato 0.50 0.88 1.38 0.50 0.88 1.38
20 Pkg Salads 0.50 0.88 1.38 0.50 0.88 1.38
21 Bananas 0.50 0.88 1.38 0.50 0.88 1.38

Total Inventory Dwell Time
M Scenerlo 2 E Scenerlo 1

BANANAS
PKG SALADS

TOMATO
LETTUCE
ONIONS

CARROTS
MIXED VEGETABLES

MUSHROOMI
APPLES

CUT FRUIT I
POTATOES

AVOCADOES
GRAPES I

NUTS-SNACKS-DRIED FRUITS
CITRUS

STRAWBERRIES
STONE FRUIT

MIXED MELONS
CHERRIES

WATERMELONS
BERRIES

Figure 6: Total inventory dwell time for each product category
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4.1.2.3 Safety Time

The safety time is the time safety stock stays in the inventory before it is consumed. We assumed

that both the GDCs and the FFC maintain a high service level to ensure that products will have a low

chance of stock outs. We used 99% customer service level (CSL) as an input to the model. The

corresponding safety factor (k) can be calculated by the following equation in Excel and the result

was 2.33.

Microsoft Excel function to converse CSL to safety factor (K): NORM.INV (0.99, 0, 1)

Table 7: Safety time summary

Product Category Safety Time Safety Time
R(day) (days)

1 Berries 1.50 0.53
2 Watermelons 0.83 0.29
3 Cherries 0.58 0.20
4 Mixed Melons 0.53 0.19
5 Stone Fruit 0.50 0.18
6 Strawberries 0.49 0.17
7 Citrus 0.34 0.12
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 0.33 0.12
9 Grapes 0.28 0.10

10 Avocadoes 0.28 0.10
11 Potatoes 0.25 0.09
12 Cut Fruit 0.25 0.09
13 Apples 0.20 0.07
14 Mushroom 0.19 0.07
15 Mixed Vegetables 0.19 0.07
16 Carrots 0.16 0.05
17 Onions 0.15 0.05
18 Lettuce 0.15 0.05
19 Tomato 0.11 0.04
20 Pkg Salads 0.10 0.04
21 Bananas 0.09 0.03
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Safety time depends on average daily demand, replenishment quantity, and standard deviation. In

Scenario 2, the FFC aggregates demand from the GDCs, which results in lower demand variation

because of risk pooling effect. Therefore, safety time in Scenario 2 is lower than in Scenario 1 in all

product categories. Figure 7 shows the differences in safety time among product categories.

Safety Time
a Scenario 2 U Scenario 1

BANANAS m
PKG SALADS N.

TOMATO m.
LETTUCE
ONIONS K

CARROTS
MIXED VEGETABLES

MUSHROOM
APPLES

CUT FRUIT
POTATOES

AVOCADOES
GRAPES

NUTS-SNACKS-DRIED FRUITS
CITRUS

STRAWBERRIES
STONE FRUIT

MIXED MELONS
CHERRIES

WATERMELONS
BERRIES

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60

Figure 7: Safety time for each product category

4.1.2.4 Total Supply Chain Cycle Time

The total supply chain cycle time is the sum of the total transit time, total inventory dwell time and

the safety time. As we have discussed in Section 4.1.2.2, the total inventory dwell time does not

change when we added the FFC to the supply chain. Therefore, any change in the total supply chain

cycle time is from changes in safety time and total transit time.

The benefit of the FFC is to reduce demand variation by aggregating demand. A decrease in

demand variation will reduce safety time. However, the impact of the FFC to the supply chain is that

the extra process time at the GDCs is added, and eventually increases the total transit time. To
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analyze this tradeoff, we compared the increase of total transit time and the decrease of the total

safety time. If the reduction of safety time is more than the increase of total transit time, then that

fresh produce category should move to the supply chain with the FFC. Otherwise, it should still

continue using the current supply chain network.

Table 8 shows the changes in safety time, the transit time, and the total supply chain cycle

time when comparing Scenario 2 with Scenario 1. There is "Saving" when time in Scenario 2 is less

than time in Scenario 1, and there is additional time in when time in Scenario 2 is more than time in

Scenario 1.

Table 8: Changes of safety time and transit time by comparing Scenario 2 and Scenario 1

Increment / Increment / Increment/
(Saving) (Saving) (Saving)

Product Category In Safety Time in Transit Time in Total Supply
Chain Cycle Time

(days) (days) (as
1 Berries (0.97) 0.3 (0.47)
2 Watermelons (0.54) 0.3 (0.24)
3 Cherries (0.38) 0.3 (0.08)
4 Mixed Melons (0.34) 0.3 (0.04)
5 Stone Fruit (0.32) 0.3 (0.02)
6 Strawberries (0.31) 0.3 (0.01)
7 Citrus (0.22) 0.3 0.08
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits (0.21) 0.3 0.09
9 Grapes (0.18) 0.3 0.12
10 Avocadoes (0.18) 0.3 0.12
11 Potatoes (0.16) 0.3 0.14
12 Cut Fruit (0.16) 0.3 0.14
13 Apples (0.13) 0.3 0.17
14 Mushroom (0.13) 0.3 0.17
15 Mixed Vegetables (0.12) 0.3 0.18
16 Carrots (0.10) 0.3 0.20
17 Onions (0.10) 0.3 0.20
18 Lettuce (0.10) 0.3 0.20
19 Tomato (0.07) 0.3 0.23
20 Pkg Salads (0.07) 0.3 0.23
21 Bananas (0.06) 0.3 0.24
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Total supply chain cycle time of first six categories in Scenario 2 are less than in Scenario 1. These

six product categories are

e Berries

* Watermelons

* Cherries

* Mixed melons

* Stone fruit

* Strawberries

The reduction in total supply chain cycle time indicated that these six product categories

products would stay a shorter in the supply chain with an FFC, as shown in Figure 8. Thus, the

freshness of these products would increase. In contrast, the total supply chain cycle time of other

categories increased, and these products would stay longer in the supply chain with an FFC.

Change in Total Supply Chain Cycle Time
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NUTS-SNACKS-DRIED FRUITS
CITRUS

STRAWBERRIESIN
STONE FRUIM

MIXED MELO
CHo(. ) o )(.)o o 

2oo 
6os
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Figure 8: Changes of the total supply chain cycle time (unit: days)
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4.1.3 Safety Stock

With an FFC, safety stocks in the supply chain decrease for all product categories due to risk pooling

effect. As safety stock depends on demand variation, the FFC reduces the demand variations in the

supply chain and eventually reduces the safety stock, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Reduction in safety stock for each product category

Product Category

1 Berries
2 Watermelons
3 Cherries
4 Mixed Melons
5
6

Stone Fruit
Strawberries

7 Citrus
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits
9 Grapes

10 Avocadoes
11 Potatoes
12 Cut Fruit
13 Apples
14 Mushroom
15 Mixed Vegetables
16 Carrots
17 Onions
18 Lettuce
19 Tomato
20 Pkg Salads

Increment / (Saving) in Total
supply chain cycle time

(days)

Reduction in
Safety Stock

(lbs)

Bananas

Saving in total supply chain cycle time indicates that Firm A should decide to send products through

a supply chain network with an FFC. However, we observed that Firm A could have significant

savings in safety stock by adding a small amount of time in the supply chain.
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For Avocadoes, Grapes, and Citrus, the supply chain with an FFC will add less than 0.15 days into

the total supply chain cycle time, but it provides a significant reduction in safety stock. These

products have high enough demand to generate a significant reduction in safety stock since saving in

safety stock also depends on average store daily demand (Dstore) as shown in the equation below.

SS - SS' = n x Dstore X TSS - n x Dstore X TS's

= x store X (TSS - TSs) (40)

By comparing the increment in total supply chain cycle time with the reduction in safety stock, Firm

A has another criterion to use when make decisions about which supply chain a product should go

through.

4.1.4 Demand Volatility

As shown in Table 10, the value of the average demand (D) and demand standard deviation (-) are

various across 21 product categories. The category with a high standard deviation (a) does not

necessarily mean that category is more volatile than the others with low standard deviations (a). For

example, the Berries category has 29.87 lbs standard deviation and the Bananas category has 237.67

lbs standard deviation since daily demand of these two products are not equal.

In order to quantify the demand volatility across all 21 product categories, we introduced the concept

of enhanced coefficient of variation (ECV). Table 10 shows ECV and change in total supply chain

cycle time by product category.
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Table 10: Enhanced coefficient of variation and changes of the total supply chain cycle time

Store Store Enhanced Incremental
average standard Coefficient (Saving)

Produt Catgorydaily deviation of of Variation in total supply
Prouc Caegrydemand daily demand chain cycle

(POS) time
(lbs) (lbs) (ECV) (days)

1 Berries 15.15 29.87 1.97 (0.47)
2 Watermelons 57.00 62.49 1.10 (0.24)
3 Cherries 64.45 60.20 0.93 (0.07)
4 Mixed Melons 56.86 48.70 0.86 (0.04)
5 Stone Fruit 164.94 132.76 0.80 (0.02)
6 Strawberries 175.95 112.67 0.64 (0.01)
7 Citrus 195.15 87.92 0.45 0.08
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 34.95 15.30 0.44 0.09
9 Grapes 317.19 117.43 0.37 0.12
10 Avocadoes 340.37 125.40 0.37 0.12
11 Potatoes 106.59 34.61 0.32 0.14
12 Cut Fruit 108.76 35.20 0.32 0.14
13 Apples 331.30 105.46 0.32 0.17
14 Mushroom 44.46 11.42 0.26 0.17
15 Mixed Vegetables 151.26 46.71 0.31 0.18
16 Carrots 103.74 25.97 0.25 0.20
17 Onions 297.30 74.33 0.25 0.20
18 Lettuce 202.99 48.66 0.24 0.20
19 Tomato 434.49 85.62 0.20 0.23
20 Pkg Salads 292.49 56.75 0.19 0.23
21 Bananas 1,427.05 237.67 0.17 0.24

We observed that products with high ECVs have large reductions in total supply chain cycle time.

For example, the Berries category has the highest ECV (1.97) and has the highest saving in total

supply chain cycle time (0.47 days). Figure 5 shows the relationship between the ECV and total

supply chain cycle time. When the ECV increases, the total supply chain cycle time will decrease.
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Relationship between ECV and Change in Total Supply Chain Cycle Time
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Figure 9: Relationships between the ECV and the change in the total supply chain cycle time
(Unit: Dimensionless)

4.1.5. Sensitivity Analysis on Vendor Replenishment Frequencies

Then, we tested the model with Sensitivity Analysis on Vendor replenishment frequency. We fixed

the order frequency from the Retail Stores to the GDCs at 7 times a week. We changed the order

frequency from the GDCs and the FFC to the vendors and determined the ECV break-event point.

For example, for those categories ordered 3 times a week from the FFC to the vendors, if the ECVs

are below 0.76, the FFC will not improve the freshness. However, if the ECVs are above 0.76, the

FFC will help to improve the freshness of those categories. Table 11 shows the ECV break event for

each Vendor replenishment frequency.
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Table 11: Enhanced coefficient of variation break-event point

Vendor replenishment frequency. ECV Break-event point
1 time a week 0.45

2 times a week 0.63
3 times a week 0.76
4 times a week 0.88
5 times a week 0.99
6 times a week 1.08
7 times a week 1.18

4.2 Step II: Simulations of the Inventory Level in the Supply Chain

While we focus on time products spend in the supply chain in Step I, we focus on inventory level at

each inventory facility in Step II. We relaxed the assumptions that Firm A adopted continuous

inventory policy (Q, R). In Step II, the analysis is based on current Firm A' inventory policy which is

periodic inventory policy. We built an inventory model to follow the inventory policy (R, s, S).

4.2.1 Input Parameters

Inputs to our inventory model are the same as in Step I except transit times, because our focus in

Step II is the inventory in supply chain. Inputs for the model include:

e Network configuration (same as section 4.1.1.1)

* Inventory Policy: Due to the complexity in running Microsoft Excel Model, we use the same

inventory policy for all product categories.

o The replenishment schedule of the Retail Stores: 7 times/ week

o The replenishment schedule of the GDCs and the FFC: 3 times/week

o Lead time from the GDCs to the retail stores : 1 day
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o Lead time from the FFC to the retail stores : 2 days

o Lead time from the vendors to the GDCs and the FFC : 4 days

e Demand Characteristics (same as section 4.1.1.4)

4.2.2 Days of Supply (DOS)

Days of Supply (DOS) represents how many days of demand are covered by the current inventory

level. Table 12 shows DOS at retail stores, GDC, and FFC by comparing Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.

Table 12: Days of supply (DOS) at inventory facilities

Average DOS
at Retail store

(days)

Average DOS at
FFC

(days)
1 Berries 4.54 7.61 11.23 7.50
2 Watermelons 3.58 6.17 9.67 6.23
3 Cherries 3.41 5.79 9.70 6.24
4 Mixed Melons 3.35 5.73 9.66 6.25
5 Stone Fruit 3.12 5.43 8.98 5.60
6 Strawberries 2.84 5.00 8.81 5.63
7 Citrus 2.51 4.56 8.83 5.69
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 2.77 4.96 9.57 6.53
9 Grapes 2.32 4.29 8.50 5.90
10 Avocadoes 2.30 4.26 8.64 5.80
11 Potatoes 2.29 4.26 8.68 6.08
12 Cut Fruit 2.28 4.24 8.76 6.12
13 Apples 2.20 4.12 8.49 5.91
14 Mushroom 2.30 4.31 9.34 6.92
15 Mixed Vegetables 2.22 4.16 8.72 6.02
16 Carrots 2.12 4.03 8.70 6.32
17 Onions 2.05 3.94 8.54 6.45
18 Lettuce 2.04 3.94 8.56 6.49
19 Tomato 1.92 3.75 8.55 6.70
20 Pkg Salads 1.93 3.77 8.54 6.48
21 Bananas 2.84 3.65 8.47 6.96

For retail store inventories, Days of Supply (DOS) in Scenario 2 is more than in Scenario 1 since

lead time for order replenishment at the retail stores changes. In a supply chain network with an FFC,
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retail stores will be replenished by the FFC, and the lead time will increases from 1 day to 2 days.

However, DOS for inventories at the GDC in Scenario 1 is more than DOS for inventories at FFC in

Scenario 2. the FFC aggregates demand from GDCs resulting in the reduction in demand variation

and safety stock, which is same as the result in 4.1.2.3. Lower DOS implies that, with the same

demand, average inventory level at the FFC is lower than the sum of the average inventory level at

the GDCs.

4.2.3 Average Inventory

Average inventory measures inventory level at each inventory facility. This inventory level includes

both cycle stock and safety stock. Table 13 shows the average inventory level at the retail stores, the

GDC, and the FFC.

Table 13: Average inventory level at inventory facilities

1 Berries 5,778 9,684 18,992 12,581
2 Watermelons 17,141 29,542 48,640 31,417
3 Cherries 18,461 31,346 52,992 34,353
4 Mixed Melons 16,000 27,368 45,672 30,008
5 Stone Fruit 43,227 75,232 123,768 77,527
6 Strawberries 41,975 73,899 125,616 80,747
7 Citrus 41,145 74,750 138,176 89,711
8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 8,132 14,562 26,768 18,392
9 Grapes 61,814 114,303 215,928 150,424
10 Avocadoes 65,759 121,798 235,568 158,624
11 Potatoes 20,504 38,142 74,104 52,090
12 Cut Fruit 20,830 38,736 76,264 53,413
13 Apples 61,224 114,656 225,568 157,657
14 Mushroom 8,590 16,096 33,192 24,777
15 Mixed Vegetables 28,207 52,856 105,200 73,345
16 Carrots 18,474 35,118 72,256 52,823
17 Onions 51,195 98,394 202,904 154,317
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18 Lettuce 34,784 67,182 139,120 106,287
19 Tomato 70,075 136,864 296,296 23,478
20 Pkg Salads 47,418 92,626 199,904 152,605
21 Bananas 340,437 437,534 965,224 799,506

The total average inventory level at all retail stores is the sum of the average inventory at a retail

store. As same as the DOS, total average inventory level in Scenario 2 is more than the one in

Scenario 1. Since the lead-time from a fulfillment center in Scenario 2 is longer than the lead time

from GDC in Scenario 1, retail stores in Scenario 2 have to carry more inventories to mitigate risk of

stock-out due to demand variation over the longer lead time. Since the FFC has a risk pooling effect

from aggregating demands from the GDC, the average inventory level at the FFC in Scenario 2 is

less than the sum of the average inventory level from eight GDCs in Scenario 1.

4.2.4 Total Inventory of the Supply Chain

Supply chain inventory comprises of the pipeline inventory and the inventory at each echelon.

Pipeline inventory is the inventory in transit. We exclude inventory in transit in our analysis for the

purpose of comparison between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. Table 14 shows total inventory in the

supply chain for Scenario 1 and 2, and the comparison between those two scenarios.

Table 14: Total inventory in supply chain
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1 Berries 24,770 22,265 (2,504) -10.11%
Watermelons 65,781 60,959 (4,822) -7.33%

3 Cherries 71,1453 65,699 (5,754) -8.05%
4 Mixed Melons 61,672 57,376 (4,297) -6.97%
5 Stone Fruit 166,995 152,759 (14,236) -8.52%zL



7 Citrus 179,321 164,461 (14,860) -8.29%

8 Nuts-Snacks-Dried Fruits 34,900 32,954 (1,947) -5.58%

9 Grapes 277,742 264,727 (13,015) -4.69%

10 Avocadoes 301,327 280,422 (20,905) -6.94%

11 Potatoes 94,608 90,232 (4,375) -4.62%

12 Cut Fruit 97,094 92,149 (4,945) -5.09%

13 Apples 286,792 272,313 (14,479) -5.05%

14 Mushroom 41,782 40,873 (908) -2.17%

15 Mixed Vegetables 133,407 126,201 (7,206) -5.40%

16 Carrots 90,730 87,941 (2,789) -3.07%

17 Onions 254,099 252,711 (1,388) -0.55%

18 Lettuce 173,904 173,469 (436) -0.25%

19 Tomato 366,371 370,612 4,242 1.16%

20 Pkg Salads 247,322 245,231 (2,092) -0.85%

21 Bananas 1,305,661 1,237,040 (68,622) -5.26%

All twenty-one product categories, except Tomato, have less total inventory in the supply chain of

Scenario 2 (the supply chain with an FFC). In this case, the increase in the inventory at retail stores

due to longer lead time is less than the decrease in the inventory at the FFC due to the risk pooling

effect, resulting in a net saving in total inventory in the supply chain. However, only Tomato

increases the total inventory in the supply chain of Scenario 2.
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5. CONCLUSION

The objective of this thesis is to justify whether or not adding a fulfillment center to the existing

supply chain can improve the supply chain performance by increasing products' freshness at the

retail stores. To those ends, this thesis mainly focuses on the impacts from adding this facility. In

this chapter, we present the challenges for the general fresh produce supply chain, the key insights

drawn from our predictive model and inventory model, and the outline for further extensions of our

predictive model.

5.1 Challenges for the General Fresh Produce Supply Chain

For fresh produce, value of products to customers significantly depends on the products' freshness.

Fresh produce is a perishable product category in which freshness decreases with the increasing age

of inventory in the supply chain. Therefore, retailers try to transfer fresh produce from the suppliers

to their retail stores as fast as possible to maximize the level of freshness at the retail stores. However,

it is not practical to move products directly from the suppliers to the retail stores, because demands at

retailers are not stable. In addition, the cost of direct shipment is significantly higher than using

intermediate inventory storage points to aggregate products from the suppliers before disaggregating

into small shipments for each retail store. Besides saving in transportation costs, an intermediate

inventory storage point also provides the benefit of risk pooling effect, which can reduce the demand

variations in the supply chain, and results in the reduction of safety stock.

Adding a fulfillment center to the existing supply chain adds more "touches" to the system and

increases the total transit time. However, a fulfillment center can lower safety stock by reducing

demand variations. Utilizing our predictive model, the quantified benefits from the risk pooling

effect and the increase in transit time can be determined. The output from the model is the
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comparison of the total supply chain cycle time between a supply chain network with and without the

fulfillment center. Less total supply chain cycle time indicates that products stay a shorter time in the

supply chain resulting in the improvement of product freshness.

5.2 Key Insights

5.2.1 Supply Chain Network with a Fulfillment Center

In the proposed supply chain network, an FFC is added to the existing supply chain between the

vendors and the GDCs, as Figure 3 in section 3.2.2 shows. A fulfillment center will be a centralized

warehouse to store inventories and fulfill orders from the retail stores. The function of those GDCs

will be transformed from regional warehouses to regional cross-dockings, which means they will no

longer carry inventories.

Vendor Fulfillmnent Center Grocery Distribution Retail Store

Figure 3: Multi-echelon supply chain with a fulfillment center

A fulfillment center will aggregate demands across assigned GDCs, making the possibility that high

demand from one GDC will be offset by low demand from another one. Thus, the total demand

variability of those GDCs will be reduced. The reduction in variability decreases safety stock and

therefore reduces average inventory level. This phenomenon is called the risk-pooling effect. From

the risk-pooling effect, an FFC will also reduce the safety time of each fresh produce category.
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GDCs will function as a cross-dock to disaggregate products in a large shipment from the FFC to

various smaller shipments for retail stores.

5.2.2 Total Supply Chain Cycle Time

We used the term "total supply chain cycle time" as a key metric to measure the product freshness.

With a fulfillment center in the supply chain, safety time and transit time are changed. However,

inventory dwell time does not change in this case because we will still use the same replenishment

schedule. Total transit time will be increased because an FFC adds more "touches" of the inventories;

transit time will be longer due to the extra processing activities. For the safety time, risk pooling at

FFC reduces the safety time of the supply chain. Considering transit time and safety time,

improvement in the upply chain from a fulfillment center depends on the magnitude of a decrease in

safety time and the magnitude of an increase in transit time.

Using our predictive model with historical demand data and current parameters of network

configurations and inventory policy, we found that six product categories out of twenty one product

categories have shorter total supply chain cycle time in a supply chain network with a fulfillment

center. These products are Berries, Watermelons, Cherries, Mixed melons, Stonefruit, and

Strawberries.

5.2.3 Enhanced Coefficient of Variation (ECV)

We observed that product categories which had savings in the total supply chain cycle time generally

had high demand volatility. We created a term "enhanced coefficient of variation (ECV)" to quantify

demand volatility. From our predictive model, we found the minimum ECVs for different order

frequencies in order for categories to reach the reduction of the total supply chain cycle time. (Table

11). This ECV break-event point is a key indicator to choose which supply chain network for
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products to go through. From our table in section 4.1.5, the increase in order frequency will increase

the ECV break-event point.

5.2.4 Safety Stock

Different product categories with the same safety time reduction do not necessarily have the same

saving in safety stock. Since reduction in safety stock saving depends on both reduction in the safety

time and the average demand, there is a possibility that some product categories will have significant

saving in safety stock while reduction in safety time is minimal.

For some fresh product categories, a supply chain network with a fulfillment center increases

total supply chain cycle time but also provides a significant saving in safety stock. For example,

Avocadoes, Grapes, and Citrus could have a significant reduction in safety stock by adding less than

0.15 days into the total supply chain cycle time. Therefore, it might be viable to flow these products

through a supply chain network with a fulfillment center.

5.2.5 Total Inventory of the Supply Chain

Our inventory model focuses on inventory level in supply chain, which is a key concern for the

supply chain management. Adding a fulfillment center to the supply chain will increase inventory at

the retail stores. DOS at retail stores will increase because the lead time from the FFC to the retail

stores is longer than the lead time from the GDCs to the retail stores. The increase of lead time

makes the retail stores to carry more safety stock to mitigate stock-outs due to demand uncertainty

over longer lead time. However, with risk pooling effect, an FFC carries less inventories than the

sum of average inventories at the GDCs.
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Our model revealed that all product categories, except Tomato, had lower total inventory in

supply chain in a supply chain network with a fulfillment center. This means that the increase of

inventories at the retail stores is less than the decrease of the inventories at the FFC.

5.3 Extension of the Model

Our thesis mainly focuses on the impacts and the benefits of an additional upstream facility to

improve the products' freshness. Our predictive model is a prototype of the channeling decision tool

based on changes in total supply chain cycle time when product go through a supply chain network

with an FFC. The following variables can be added into our predictive model for extension;

e Transit Time Variations:

The transit time variations can amplify the volatility of the order quantities of each echelon,

which leads to changes in the safety time.

e Demand Correlations Between Retail Stores:

This thesis assumed all retails store demands were independent, thus the demand correlations

of those retails stores were zero. If we concern of the demand correlation in this prototype,

the indication power of the enhanced coefficient of variation will be reduced.

e Transportation and Administration Costs:

An FFC adds more transportation routes between the FFC and the GDCs and more

administration cost into the current supply chain. Firm A needs to deduct this extra cost from

the benefit of the inventory savings to determine the business viability of an FFC.
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